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ABSTRACT

Beam gas bremsstrahlung äs the main source uf high energy backgrounds in

PETRA experiments is discussed. Tracking programs a r e used for hdckground

simulations and for the design of coll iniatorb to protect the PE iRA experiments

from off beam particles.

PETRA experiments are limited in two ways by mach ine bdckground .

Firstly charged purticles and Iow energy photons nwy produce d high space Charge

in the central tracking chamber. This can cause a di^chargt, wtuüi might damage

the chamber. Secondly, background particles which h i t the deteetor may set a

trigger bit and cause prohibitively high trigger rates. The f i rs t type of back-

ground is, to a large extent, due to Synchrotron radiation. llüwever a l s o electro-

magnetic showers which penetrate intü the central detector ollen credte a high

space Charge. High trigger rates, on the other hami, are mainly tidused by off

moinentum beam particles and particles with large deviations from the nominal

orbit, which then give rise to electromagnetic showers when they hit the mater-

ial in the vicinity of the detector. Also i ne las t i c nuclear react ions of the

beam part icles with the residual gas in the internet icm regiun I.JM give a

sizeable contribution to the overall trigger rate.

This report describes an investigation of the bdckgroiim! due tu high energy

particles and s o nie measures which might suppress t h u high energy background in

the experimental areas.

The investigations have been pertormed wi th a tracking prugram which is

described in the appendix '. In Order to simphfy t.he calculat ions, particles

which are lost have only been tracked up to the puhit where they hit an obstacle

and no further shower development has been considered. Thus in tliis aiiproxiniation

all part icles which are lost within 7 m of the interdction point are treated äs

candidates for causing a spurious trigger. Furtherniirü, Lhe eff ' iciency of

causing a false trigger is assumed to be independent of the dis-tarite from the

interäction point within the 7 m limit.
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1. Beam Gas Bremsstrahlung

Bremsstrahlung production due to the interäction of the beam particles

with the residual gas may lead to background triggers in two ways :

a) high energy bremsstrahlung photons originating from certain

regions of the machine may hit the detector;

b) a loss of degraded electrons or positrons may occur due to

aperture limitations close to the detector.

The relevant formulae for calculating bremsstrahlung cross sections are

sununarized below *'

dE

xfl - unit radiation length

The number of particles which lose an amount of energy greater than AE on

passing through l m of residual gas assumini) it is pure CU ^ ' can be

calculated to be
In E„/a£dn

n dx
M - P
R • T

o
A E

xo
M

P

beam energy

minimum energy loss by bremsstrahlung

radiation length of the residual gas X (CO) = 38.5 g/cm2

mole weigtit = 28 g/mole for CO

partial pressure of CO

Inserting numbers yields the experession

dn = 4 • IO" 1 5 -P [10"5 m] In
n dx

Assuming a pressure of 5 • 10 Torr in PETRA, one finds

d" = 2 ,14 10"14 In E/AE
n dx

[m"1)
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a ) Background from high energy photons

High energy photons which originale from a brenisstrahltjmj process between

the roiddle üf the 16Li magriet and the beginning of the H3'.t mdijnet wi l l hit

aperture limitations close to the experiment.

The effect ive target length for this process is 4.5 m.

Assuming a minirnum energy loss of 5 GeV at l ? . b GeV tiedin energy gives

£ - 1 . 2 - 10'13

For 10 mA stored beam in 2 bunches with 2.b • 10 electrons per bunch there

will be
-2

N = 3 • 10 ( s per crossing

hitting the material around the detector.

b) ßackgroiirid from degraded electrons

For electrons and positrons which lost energy due to the emission of a

brenisstrahlimg phuton, the closed orbit will be chaiujed. They wi l l contlnue

on dispersive trajectories and if the change of energy occurs at a place with

non zero horizontal dispersion ßx, the particles acijuire a sudden displactment

from the uff enerny clused orbit

- D •l
r

corresponding to an excitat ion of horizontal beUtnm osci l Ulions.

Depending on the place of the beam gas interaction, n fraction > of deqraded

electrons or positrons nuy hit the aperture l imi t.atiuns in tiie neighbourhood of

the experiroents and cause a trigger to fire.

The fract ion e has been calculated for various positions in the arc next to

an interaction region. In these calculations i t has been assumed that the
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direction of the electron is not affected by the emission of a bremsstrahlung

photon, it merely loses energy. Furthermore, it has been assumed that electrons

which lose an amount of energy which is smaller than the natural energy spread

in PETRA are not affected and consequently the minimum energy loss has been set

to the value of the natjral one Standard deviation energy spread

& E = 6 . 2 - 1 0
'5

[GeV l

The degraded electrons are tracked through the machine lattice and tests on the

aperture limitations are performed after each PETRA element.

The results of these calculations are summarized in Table I. It is observed

that the probability to lose a degraded electron in the interaction region

ilfcpends strongly on the horizontal betatron phase at the place of the energy

loss. If the relative phase angle is measured with respect to a point which is

about half way between the interaction point and the quadrupole Q1K, i.e. at

the exit of the mini beta quadrupole 0*1, then for angles around 90° and 270°

the probability for a particle loss in the interaction region is particularly

small. For angles around 180 and 360 , e is large because particles which have

a large betatron amplitude there, will also have a large amplitude in the

interaction region. Thus the 180 position would be an excellent place for a

horizontal collimator to protect the interaction region against high energy off

beam particles .

In order to estimate the number of degraded electrons out of the arc next
_2

to an experiment, we assume a constant value of e = 6 • 10 between 100 and 50 m

from the interaction point.

- ^ . e = 2.1 • 10"14 • In E/ßE • l [m] • e

- 1.4 • 10"U- 50- 6 • 10"2

-13= 4 . 2 - 1 0

dn = 4.2 • 10"13 • 2.5 • 1011

= l • 10~ particles per crossing .
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TABLE I

Probability for degraded electrons to be scattered into the inter-
action region originating from various places in the machine lar t ice.

The phase angle is measured relative to the phase at the exi t of QA1.

Distance from
IP [m]

118

103

89

81

74

67

60

5 3 '

45

30

23

15

IP : 0

relative hori- e ,
zontal phase no colliuiator with '40 nun
angle cot l imator

at 40 m

72° 2 - 10"3

.n -? -')
14° 5.7 - 10 c 4 • 10 *

349° 7.3 • 10~2 l • Itf3

331° 6.1 • 10"2 < !i - 10~4

298° 4.4 • 10"2 < 3 • 10"4

270° < 5 - 10"4 < 3 - 10"4

234° < 5 - IQ'4 < 3 - l<r4

212° 3.1 • 10"2 < U • K)"4

176° 6.9 • 10"2 6. H • 10"2

75° 1.2 • 10"2

18° 2.1 - 10~2

7° 2.3 - 10~2

- 76°

Electrons which interact between 4b and Ü3 n from the interactioii puint, i .e,

the region of the weak bending magnets have a high probability (e ~ 10" ) of
being lost in the interaction region. Their number is estimated to be

dn 10-13

= 3.1 10 -13

dn - 3.1 • 10

-2

22 - IQ"1

2.5 - H)*11

particles per crossing .

As already rnentioned above, degraded electrons from more than 50 m from

the interaction point could be stopped by a collimator at 180U relative horizontal

betatron phase angle with respect to the interaction point. It would be
mechanically possible to install such a collimator about 40 m from the inter-

action point between the 83t nidgnet and the first füll beuding inagnet without

nidjor changes in the vacuum System. The effect of such a collimator (which is

> 2 b Nun wide in the horizontal plane) may be inferred from Table 1. It essent-
ially stops all degraded electrons from the arc.

The jaws of this collimator need not be thick. About 5 radiation lengths

would be sufficient. Fcr a first test in PETRA movable collimators should be

installed in the NW area on both sides of the interaction point, because there

no machine elements would interfere and JADE has a sensit ive tracking chamber

äs a central detector. The test set up should be used to find out an appropriate

cüllimator opening so that fixed collimators could eventually be inserted into

tlie other interaction regions.

Degraded electrons from the region of the weak bending magnets are more

diff icult to shield. In this region of PETRA it is essential to improve the

vdcuum, for instdnce by introducing NEG pumps and building stainless steel

chambers which could be baked. Furthermore a horizontal coll imator with a
wid th of about +40 mm between Q2K and the 16% bending magnet would stop about

80'S of the degraded electrons. Mowever, secondary particles leaking out of the
jaws of such a collimator would lidve d high probability to get focussed into

tlie interaction region and further detailed shower calculations are necessary
to investigate the ef fect of this collimator. This collimator should be
JU - 40 radiation lengths thick.
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2. Qther Sources of Background

In the present approximatlon with 0"angle bremsstrahlung eniission, an

energy loss behind the 16% bending magnet would nul. af fect the experiment.

However one could imagine that electrons which liiive l arge deviations from the

nominal orbit (AX > 4u. ) and lose a large fraction of tlieir energy

(AE/E > 0.5) may be overfocussed and hit the experiment. The i r Kontribution is

suppressed by the factors

(a) 10

and (b) 10

(Gaussian > 4o)

(In E/AE)

-l -5
With e MO , the total suppression factor is abont 10 cumpared to the

sources discussed earlier, and no further invest igat ions have been made.

Secondary particles of both signs from ineliistic bedm yas (.ollisions be-

hind the 162 magnet could be focussed into the interaction rc-gion. This type of

background has not been investigated yet . It can be reduced by liaving a good

vacuum and a colliinator at Q2K to catch at least thu large angle scat ters.

In a Coulonfc scattering process electrons wi l l nlidruje their direction with-

out losing energy. The cross section for observing o scatter through an angle

greater than 0 , i s given by

(r - c lassical electron radius, Y = E/m ).

The average scattering angle is of the Order of

- 3 ' 10"5

.o

(t - l/ GeV)

.
Assuming a pressure of 5 • 10 Torr of CO and a mi n i nium scdttering angle of

-4-6 . = 1 0 , the scattering rate ismin

dn
rTcfx 5.5 - 10-14 [m-l
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The probability to lose a scattered electron in the interaction region is of the

order of 10 . Thus the loss rate for a target length of 100 m is

dn
n" = 5.5 - 10-14 -

10

= 5.5 • 10-15

Ihis rate is smaller than äquivalent rates for beam gas bremsStrahlung by a

factor of about 100.

It is interesting to note that electrons which undergo large angle Coulomb

scattering are preferentially lost at the aperture limitations close to the

interaction point, and a ±25 nun wi de collimator some 40 m before the inter-

action point has little effect in reducing the experimental background due to

this process, neither has a ±40 mm wide Q2K collimator.

fhe background due to bad vacuum in the interaction region itself can

only come from inelastic beam gas collisions where the reaction products or

part of them are scattered into the detector. This process has not been con-

sidered in the present context. Obviously it can be suppressed by good vacuum

in the experimental beam pipe.

3. Summary and Conclusi^ns

Three major sources of background in a PETRA experiment have been considered,

Ihey arise from the primary interaction of beam gas bremsstrahlung äs fol lows :

a) Photons of E > 5 GeV from bremsstrahlung at the 16% magnet produce

a loss rate of high energy particles in the interaction region given

by

^ = 1.2 - IQ'13

b) Degraded electrons are lost out of the are next to the experiment with

a rate

= 4.2 • 10
'13
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c) Oegraded electrons oriqlnate from the last t\n> weak bending negnets

with a rate of

Particles which undergo an energy loss in thi; an cari very effect ively be

removed from Ihe beam by a coll imator between the K n', niagnet ancl the last füll

bending magnet. A second horizontal coll imator dtrached to Üie quadrupole Q2K

would greatly reduce the particles which unüergo bedm gas si:attering at the

«eak bending magnets.

To reduce the experi mental hackground it is essf^nt ia l to improve the vacuum

at the weak bending magnets. The Instal lat ion of a ^econd col l imator at Q2K

can only be a supporting measure.

An estimate of the possible improvement in the frigger rate of a typical

PETRA experiment nay be obtained from a compi latum of the L'vent i.oinpos ition

in the JADE experiment, Table II.

TABLE II

Event composition at 17.b fit V äs

ßeam-beam interactions

Beam-gas

High energy background

Cosmic

by J/ltt

16%

351

46i
3i

The event c lass i f icat ion of Table II is pertonued on-line on the basis

of z-vertex information and a rough track selection. Ihe table shows that

about half the triggers are due to off beam part ic les. If this backgrnund could

be reduced, the dead tiflie would go down and tlie experinient woiild be able to

cope more easily with the conditions which inay be worse at higher energies.

A p p e n d i x

Description of the tracking programs

Ail programs are.available on the NEULIB fi les

and

F11BAR. PETRA.S (Source)

F11BAR. PETRA.L (Load)

Several program versions are available for simulating various types of back-

yround.

] . Program flow

An are of the PETRA machine is segmented into (154) elements between a

lang and a short straight section. Ihe subroutine DATEN reads in the definition

of the elements and their magnetic and geometrical properties. The identific.-

ation of the elements is done by nuiiibers l ... 47. The machine lattice is built

iip by assembling the individual elements in a sequence äs defined by data

cards, which are read by DATEN. The present version of the program assumes

HI8-optics. If an element number is increased by 100, the element receives

special treatment via a computed GOTO in the tnain program. The program DATEN

furtner reads in starting values for the tracking program, the element nunber

at which a scatter occurs and the total number of elements to be tracked through

Aperture limitations are defined in a BLOCK DATA Macro APERTUR. Collimators

are defined by overwriting individual apertures in the HAIN program. All

diniensions are in mm. The BLOCK DATA also initializes the parameters SCAL and

SCAL1 which set the region of the beam that should be traced, e.g.

SCAL = 0, SCAL1 = 2

nieans the central part of the beam in the x, y plane is taken between 0 and 2o.

SCAL SCAL l

means only the part of the beam between 2 and 4o is tracked. For normalization

the nitmber of triais and the number of failures is printed in an Output table.
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The transfer matrices for a momentum offset DP = [)t/E are romputed in

the subroutine ENVAR (DP) .

Tracking normally Starts in the long straight ^ectiun onü the initial con-

ditions for a trajectory are tossed in ANFB (Member naine ANf - 'O) . 1t is assumeit

tliat the phase el l ipses are on axis at the long strdight sec t ion , thus x, and

x' (z, i') are tossed äs independent Gaussiäns.

The HAIN program after initialization loops over the elements of an

are l ... IOBS, fiils plots and takes care of btdllering and dperture l imit-

ations.

2. Program Vers Ions

a) ßeam gas bremsstrahlung dt a place äs defined by data cards

JCL + ddia c<»rds

niain programMAINO

ANFO initialize trajectory. The

member ANFO hds to be

via an INCLUUE in Lhe LKEO-step.

b) Coulomb scattering

MIBCOIJL

MAINCOUL

c) The vacuum chamber or a colliiiBtor ring is the source of hoth sign

particles which are tracked to the interactiun point

generate ini tidl ronditioits

HAINCUT

GETPAR

This program is still urider developnent and it hos t" he atnsicl^red a pro to type

program, which not necessarily runs without error- inobsages. Int.erested persons

are invited to copy the programs and if necessary duiriye t hu». Hie authors would

be grateful if essential improvements wei-e repurted t.o them
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